Level Crossing Cabin
Practical cabin for your level
crossing system
We are inspired by making life easier for our customers. This is why we
prefabricate our level crossing cabins at our workshop. The result of
this is a sound product which just has to be connected at the site.
Getting Infranord's engineers to prepare installations in the workshop is
a good way of saving both time and money. This solution does away with
disruption to trains out in the field.

Benefit from our technical expertise

The Infranord cabin for level crossings is fabricated indoors as far as possible. We have all the technical expertise required at our workshop in
Nässjö. Our experienced engineers focus fully on the installation process,
which takes place on specially adapted premises.
We connect the technical units inside the cabin itself as far as possible. You
can always be sure that what you are getting is a sound product delivered
hassle-free and directly to your site. All you have to do is connect it to
your external system.

A cabin that blends in

The facades of Infranord's technical mobile rooms are designed to blend
in with the surrounding environment. Our level crossing cabin is no exception, and it comes with a green painted aluzinc sheet facad as standard.
The outer roof is made up of a black painted sheet with a close ridge. But
of course, we can also customise the design to suit other options and requests.

Tried and tested

When installation is complete in the workshop, we carry out simulated
function testing of the system using test equipment. We also hold certification for our part of the commissioning inspection.

Optional installations customised for the following systems:
Full barrier system
Half barrier system
Audible and visual system

What does it cost?

Choosing one of our standard cabins can keep costs down while maintaining quality and also meeting all specified requirements. Cabins prefabricated indoors for turnkey systems are the most economical overall
for our customers.
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   Infranord's level crossing
   cabins meet our requirements. We save time because they
are supplied more or less fully
fitted out from the workshop. "
Michael Petersson,
Swedish Transport Administration

Easy solution
Reduces time spent on the
track and saves money
Turnkey solution – all you
have to do is fit it

Level Crossing Cabin

   Level crossing cabins are prefabricated at Infranord's own workshop. Connecting to the external system is the only thing that remains to be done on delivery.

Supplementary services
When you order a cabin for your level crossing system,
we can also help you out with the following if necessary:
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Foundations
Crawl space protection
Simulated function testing
Relay testing
Dependency control
Commissioning inspection
Project planning

To find out more, contact Infranord Components
at components@infranord.se, or ask your local
Infranord contact for more information.
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   The outside of the the level crossing
cabin blends in well with the environment
and does not stand out.

